iReach for Lilie

Lilie

Real-time powerful data quality and
information management tool for
sexual health services.
Our solution consists of a powerful configurable dataset and
dashboard capability for Lilie. The end result is instantly accessible
data, available for the executive team and information analyst.
iReach provides data that’s accurate, consistent
and complete. It is an information management
tool, built hand-in-hand with NHS trusts specifically
for sexual health. iReach is fully configurable
through its ergonomic graphical interface and with
great flexibility data can be processed to produce
trusted superior data from any source regardless
of size, data format, platform or technology.
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We understand your challenges
Daily, information departments and management teams across the globe encounter a multitude of problems related to
revenue loss and leakage. These are often caused by missing, incorrect, misplaced or irregular data.
As a result, standard reports to the management and similar submissions are regularly late, inaccurate and often require
multiple resources working on them at the eleventh hour. This requires numerous resources dedicated to analysing, fixing
and correcting data manually, potentially without any auditing.
iReach not only offers a solution to these problems but also provides many additional benefits.

Benefits
		
Instant

visibility of data sets which can be made available on demand

		 Highly comprehensive and flexible reporting
		Reach different stakeholders within the organisation with graphical and
tabular-based reports
		 Improve your accuracy of sexual health data and reporting
		 Save time through automated process flows
		Improve confidence in data via a holistic approach to data integrity
including full auditing functionality
		Collate sparse data sources into accurate and instantly usable
information
		 Lower maintenance costs via administration tools and dashboards
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How does iReach work?
iReach for Lilie is a powerful preconfigured data management
engine that automatically receives and processes data from the
Lilie database at prescheduled intervals. From this data, iReach
then produces reports and dashboards that allow the business
managers and clinicians to manage the delivery of the service
more effectively. In addition, the data is reconstituted in a way
that is easy for non-technical users to build new reports or
dashboards using the standard tools provided.

Tabular Reporting
The solution offers a simplistic way of reporting on your information. iReach prepares your information and also presents a
module for analysis. A simple information querying interface lets you drag and drop data fields onto a canvas to shape your
outputs. These are presented in a user friendly manner to make the process as easy and painless as possible. Functions
are also available to help you get aggregates, sums, averages and more.

Dashboards
In addition to the standard reporting, this solution provides the option to display the information as real-time dashboards. This
will enable senior management to monitor areas throughout the day, via regularly updated pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs
and other various options. These can also be viewed on mobile devices for continuous access even when on the move.
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Instant reporting and data availability
The reporting structures are coupled with comprehensive pre-configured data quality checks to ensure that the information
produced is reliable and available.

Additional functionality
In addition to its core features, iReach offers the possibility to send automated emails and SMS texts as part of the
workflows, generate personalised exports and transfer data between systems. Data imports can be controlled through
additional inputs, whereas the system can be monitored at a glance through a real-time system administration dashboard.

iReach by 6PM is the perfect solution to complement your Lilie implementation if you’re looking for further insights
into the performance of your service.

PLEASE CONTACT US TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS
and for a product demonstration
UK:
+44 (0)845 557 8818
Malta:
+356 2258 4500
Ireland:
+353 6140 0033
Macedonia: +389 2 3246 328
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